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The Male Chastity Revolution Mistress Benay 2015-03-29
If you are wondering how you
can improve your Marriage or
your Relationship with your
male partner, then you need to
read this book which describes
in detail how Women
everywhere are now
experiencing the benefits of a
Female Led Relationship,
where Male Chastity is a Key
component of the relationship.
Women, all across the country,
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over the last five years have
begun to take control, in their
relationships with men, and as
a result, they are now receiving
all of the satisfaction and
pleasure which they desire, by
locking their male partner up
in a male chastity device. Now,
you can also have your partner
totally attentive to your wishes
and needs, by embracing this
trend, which is growing bigger
day by day. Would you like to
have your male partner ready
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to pleasure you on a moments
notice? Would you like to have
your partner do all the chores
around the house which you
have no desire to do? Then you
need to read about what is
going on right now with the
"Male Chastity Revolution," so
that you also can enjoy the
benefits which Women
everywhere are already
enjoying! In this exciting and
helpful book, Mistress Benay
gives us in-depth details of real
people, who are living proof
that a Female Led Relationship
does give Women the
satisfaction, pleasure, and
happiness that they have been
searching for, in their
relationships with men. In this
book, you will find real letters
from people living the Female
Led Relationship Lifestyle,
updated Product Reviews on
the most popular Male Chastity
Devices on the market, and
Tips and Techniques for Key
Holders which help ensure that
every woman can experience
the pleasures that She
deserves.
Femininity and Domination Sandra Lee Bartky 2012-12-06
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Bartky draws on the
experience of daily life to
unmask the many disguises by
which intimations of inferiority
are visited upon women. She
critiques both the male bias of
current theory and the
debilitating dominion held by
notions of "proper femininity"
over women and their bodies in
patriarchal culture.
Journals of Real Female
Domination: - Mistress Scarlet
2014-01-13
Readers’ comments on
previous journals. # I HIGHLY
RECCOMMEND to all ! I must
compliment you on some
superb reading matter, once I
started reading I couldn’t put it
down! The methods of
humiliation you and your
friends so exquisitely force
upon your bitch boy are of the
best I’ve ever read! # Your
sadistic and controlling mind is
simply magnificent! How
wonderfully effective you are in
making it the nothing that it is
— an object to be molded and
used simply for your pleasures!
You are indeed an amazing and
awesome Mistress! # I think
you are the most magnificent
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Mistress and an example of
female domination and
enslaved male lifestyle equal to
the best. # It is your
imaginative cruelty and sadism
that ignites and inflames and
there are so many instances in
your Journals that demonstrate
it. # Just read “Part I” —
looking forward to Part 2, 3, 4,
5 and 6
His Fall from Power Mistress Benay 2014-06-25
Thomas McMillian was on Top
of the World. As C.E.O. of a
rapidly growing Electronics
Company, he had it all. The
Beautiful Wife, the Mansion in
the Suburbs, fancy Foreign
Cars, and everything he could
wish for. Until he made two
mistakes. First he hired Ashley
Long to be his Executive
Secretary and then he betrayed
his Wife by having an affair
with Ashley. Little did he know,
that those two mistakes would
catapult him into a Life where
he would be a slave to his Wife
and to his Secretary. Mistress
Benay, author of the successful
"At Her Beck and Call" Female
Domination Series takes a
major step into another Venue
real-life-female-domination
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with this, her newest full
length Novel which is filled
with Corporate Intrigue and
Sensual activities that will keep
you turning pages to see what
happens next in this exciting
Tale of Female Domination.
More Than He Ever
Bargained For - Mistress
Benay 2017-08-06
"Be Careful What You Wish
For" In this Exciting and quite
Steamy Novel, Mistress Benay
presents the story of Joseph, a
business executive from
Denver who had absolutely no
idea of what was in store for
him when he contacted
Mistress Benay via Email, and
not only begged her to make all
of his FemDom Fantasies
become Reality, but to also
lock him up in a Custom Made
Chastity Tube, and take total
control of his Orgasms, by
becoming his Key Holder.
Joseph insisted that he wanted
to experience complete Female
Domination with No Safe Word
available to him, and No option
for him to back out once
Mistress Benay agreed to take
him under her tutelage as a
slave trainee. After
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communicating with Joseph,
Mistress Benay did her best to
discourage him from
proceeding with his plan to
turn his fantasies into reality.
When Joseph, despite the
warnings from the Mistress,
still begged her to take him
under her control, Mistress
Benay was determined at that
point to give Joseph More Than
He Ever Bargained For.
Readers should be cautioned
that this Novel contains
Graphic descriptions of activity
involving Female Domination,
Male Chastity, Bi-Sexual
Relationships, Bondage, and
Discipline.
Garima Madam's bitch Mike Watson 2020-03-18
An Englishman working abroad
finds his “destiny” – and it’s
NOT what he had expected
upon taking on an expat
position in India.Not in his
wildest dreams would he have
imagined the erotic and
sensual “Garima” whom he
called in for an interview
turning the tables on him quite
superbly – and quickly at that.
And he’s in for the ride of his
life as he learns that his
real-life-female-domination
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“Garima Madam” and Indian
ladies in general can be
anything BUT what the
common perception is at times!
This book is based on several
REAL LIFE incidents - and to
the gorgeous "Garima" - who
provided me with the
MOTIVATION to write this
book (believe me, real life
experiences work BEST - hence the "reality mixed in
with a dab of creative license"
theme in ALL my books) - THANK YOU, Madam. You're
the best - and while I can't say
the "most" dominant - for a
while you were!! This is
another one in my Indian
femdom series - for those of
you into that - you'll positively
ENJOY IT. Interracial femdom cuckolding - and UTTER
humiliation - be "warned" hehe.
Yes, Mistress - Alicia Zadig
2021-10-26
Leading Dominatrix and BDSM
expert Alicia Zadig takes you
on a provocative, eye-opening
journey into the erotic world of
Female Domination and male
submission. Zadig explains the
psychology behind male
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submission and answers the
question: Why do men crave
surrendering to a dominant
woman? Hear from the men
themselves as they reveal their
most intimate desires. Learn
why so many secretly fantasize
about being dominated by a
woman. Delve into their
experiences with Dominatrices
and see what keeps them
coming back for more. Yes,
Mistress shines a spotlight on
the everyday men who seek to
explore their submissive
fantasies—an aspect of
sexuality that often goes
unacknowledged, despite a
long history and deep
psychological roots. Set at the
crossroads of psychology,
culture, history, and media,
this book challenges society’s
perception of BDSM, kink, and
fetish. Male submission is more
common than you think—and
more rewarding than you can
imagine!
A Very Dominant Woman Lady Alexa 2017-01-03
Aretta Ademola is one of the
world's most successful
marketing executives.
However, this wasn't enough
real-life-female-domination
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for her. She also craved
control; control over men and
the power to feminise them.
After a successful career in
marketing and in forced
feminisation in Spain, she
moves to a new job in London
and sets about rebuilding her
lifestyle by selecting an
unsuspecting man who will be
her next target; or is that her
next victim?Contains scenes of
a sexual nature, male to female
gender transformation,
humiliation, female domination
and reluctant feminisation.
ADULTS AGED OVER 18 ONLY
Yes, Mistress - Valentina
Zadig 2021-08-10
Discover the forbidden desire
for Female Domination—and
the real men who seek it out. A
lifestyle Dominatrix and BDSM
expert takes you on an
intimate, eye-opening journey
into the erotic world of Female
Domination. Valentina Zadig
explains the psychology behind
male submission and answers
the question: Why do men
crave surrendering to a
dominant woman? Hear from
the men themselves as they
reveal their most intimate
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desires. Delve into their
experiences with Dominatrices
and see what keeps them
coming back for more. Yes,
Mistress shines a spotlight on
the everyday men who seek to
explore their submissive
fantasies—an aspect of
sexuality that often goes
unacknowledged, despite a
long history and deep
psychological roots. Set at the
crossroads of psychology,
culture, history, and media,
this book challenges society’s
perception of BDSM, kink, and
fetish. Male submission is more
common than you think—and
more rewarding than you can
imagine.
The Brother-In-Law Mistress Benay 2017-03-20
Mistress Benay has always
been one to take advantage of
any Opportunity which
presented itself to her where
She could "Lock Up" any male
with whom She came in
contact with, into a Chastity
Device. Now in this Exciting
and Sensuous Novel, She
describes the events which led
Her to Lock Up Troy's Brother,
Michael into a Chastity Tube.
real-life-female-domination
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While the Mistress may have
been motivated to "Lock Up"
Michael because of the
demeaning statements which
he made about her husband
Troy, she quickly found out
that She was doing a great
service to Michael's Common
Law Wife, Joanne. Mistress
Benay describes in great detail
how She mentored Joanne, and
assisted her in building a True
Female Led Relationship with
Michael Locked Up in his
Chastity Tube
Female Domination - Elise
Sutton 2003-11-01
The Female Dominant - Claudia
Varrin 2005
Varrin plays by her own rules-rules to make men beg, grovel,
and plead for more. With
exclusive interludes from
spanking to slave training,
bondage to boy toys, Varrin
will open readers' minds to the
joys of erotic fun and games,
incite them to new heights with
devilishly delightful ideas, help
them liberate their dominant
desires, and fuel their sexual
self-esteem with scenes like:
"The Boy in Bondage" "Foot
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Felon" "The Dance of the
Threesome" "Cissy Maid" "Of
Needles and Nails" "Remote
Control Slave" "She-Wolf in
Sheep's Clothing"
Under Her Thumb - D. L.
King 2013-04-09
Under Her Thumb: Erotic
Stories of Female Domination
will whet your appetite for all
things Fem Dom. The book is a
feast to be savored, whether
your desires lean toward the
bottom, the top, or you are
simply curious. “Quiet” by
Andrea Zanin will prepare you
for all that is to come, and
whether your interests lie in
the loving submission of
Lawrence Westerman’s “Her
Majesty’s Plaything,” boys
wrestling for the opportunity to
please their mistress in Laura
Antoniou’s “Blame Spartacus”
or the ultimate domination of
Valerie Alexander’s “La
Sexorcista,” you will find what
you’re looking for, and more –
under her thumb. From a
foreword by Midori to stories
by greats like Rachel Kramer
Bussel, D. L. King, Teresa
Noelle Roberts, Dominic Santi
and more, you won’t want to
real-life-female-domination
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put the book down; but you’ll
have to – from time to time.
The FemDom Experience Elise Sutton 2007-01
An experience is the process of
personally participating in an
activity, event or lifestyle.
Fantasy does not always
translate over to reality
because reality must contend
with the bodily limitations of
the physical world, whereas
fantasy enjoys the unlimited
boundaries of the imagination.
Nevertheless, fantasy is often
the product of reality. For one
person'TMs fantasy is another
person'TMs reality. ; ;Notable
FemDom author Elise Sutton
examines the Female
Domination lifestyle by taking
the reader into the personal
relationships and sexual
practices of everyday people
who live astonishing secret
lives. ; ;Elise adds her insight
and commentary as she
examines what constitutes a
successful FemDom
relationship.
Female Led Relationship
Guide - Conner Hayden
2020-01-28
The #1 thing men secretly
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desire of women, yet typically
won't admit it. Do your
relationship a favor and join
the modern version of
relationships where women are
the ones who take charge.
Keep up -- the times are
changing!
His Fetish Desires - Mistress
Benay 2017-10-25
Becky Stewart has been
married to her husband John
for only five years, and already
he has lost interest in initiating
sex with her, and she can't
figure out what is causing the
problem. Becky is a drop dead
gorgeous woman with long
beautiful legs and a body that
turns men's heads wherever
she goes. When Becky can't
take the neglect from her
husband any longer, she
confides in her best friend, and
her friend Shirley suggests that
Becky hires a private detective
to follow John, and find out if
he is cheating on Becky.What
the detective discovers turns
Becky's world upside down,
and she is suddenly
indoctrinated into the world of
BDSM and the Fetish Desires
of her inattentive husband.With
real-life-female-domination
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the help and guidance of
Shirley, Becky quickly takes
control of her marriage and
gives her neglectful husband
more than he ever bargained
for in his Fetish Fantasies.Once
again, Mistress Benay does a
masterful job, and delivers a
Sensuous Tale of Female
Domination which will keep
you aroused and turning pages
as fast as you can to see how
Becky uses her husband's
fetishes to her advantage, as
she creates a Female Led
Relationship where She is the
one in Control, and her total
satisfaction and pleasure is the
only thing which
matters.Readers - Make sure
that you are comfortable with
Topics which include BDSM,
Male Chastity, Female
Domination, and Bondage and
Discipline before venturing into
this very sexy and descriptive
Novel.
The Power - Naomi Alderman
2017-10-10
What would happen if women
suddenly possessed a fierce
new power? "The Power is our
era's The Handmaid's Tale." -Ron Charles, Washington Post
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**WINNER OF THE BAILEYS
WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR
FICTION** One of the New
York Times's Ten Best Books of
the YearOne of President
Obama's favorite reads of the
YearA Los Angeles Times Best
Book of the Year One of the
Washington Post's Ten Best
Books of the YearAn NPR Best
Book of the Year One of
Entertainment Weekly's Ten
Best Books of the Year A San
Francisco Chronicle Best Book
of the YearA Bustle Best Book
of the Year A Paste Magazine
Best Novel of the YearA New
York Times Book Review
Editors' ChoiceAn Amazon Best
Book of the Year "Alderman's
writing is beautiful, and her
intelligence seems almost
limitless. She also has a pitchdark sense of humor that she
wields perfectly." --Michael
Schaub, NPR In THE POWER,
the world is a recognizable
place: there's a rich Nigerian
boy who lounges around the
family pool; a foster kid whose
religious parents hide their
true nature; an ambitious
American politician; a tough
London girl from a tricky
real-life-female-domination
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family. But then a vital new
force takes root and flourishes,
causing their lives to converge
with devastating effect.
Teenage girls now have
immense physical power--they
can cause agonizing pain and
even death. And, with this
small twist of nature, the world
drastically resets. From awardwinning author Naomi
Alderman, THE POWER is
speculative fiction at its most
ambitious and provocative, at
once taking us on a thrilling
journey to an alternate reality,
and exposing our own world in
bold and surprising ways.
At Her Beck and Call Mistress Benay 2013-04-10
Mistress Benay, a Professional
Dominatrix, and one of
America's most vocal and
exciting proponents of Female
Domination documents in this
Pictorial Journal how she has
taken a male she met on the
Internet, and turned him into
first her slave, then her soul
mate, and eventually her
husband. This journey is
described in great detail,
accompained by many pictures
taken by Mistress Benay which
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clearly show how a Dominant
Woman can take control of a
male and turn him into her
willing slave. This journal
which is Volume I of Mistress
Benay's Female Dominaation
Series is an easy and
informative read which leaves
nothing to the imagination. If
there is a male out there who
wishes that his partner would
take control of their
realtionship, he needs to give
her a copy of this book.
Likewise, any Female who
wishes to take control of her
man, needs to read this journal
by Mistress Benay which will
provide her with a detailed
road map which will lead to
Female Domination in her
Relationship.
Mrs. Armytage, Or Female
Domination - Mrs. Gore
(Catherine Grace Frances)
1836
Journals of Real Female
Domination - Mistress Scarlet
2020-07-22
Volume 17 of my journals
provides accounts of the
continuing evolution of my
female led relationship and
real-life-female-domination
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particularly the activities
during Covid lock-down. I have
become more dominant and
more pitiless; I am not sure
why. There is petticoating,
CBT, humiliation, degradation,
bondage, sensory deprivation,
punishment, discipline and
much more.
Female Domination Short
Stories - Mistress Scarlet
2013-08-08
Stories imagined, when I think
about other lives I may have
led; born of different times,
circumstances or creed. #
Hilary is moved out to avoid
Hitler’s bombing. His
destination is a house of five
females. They had expected to
receive a girl, not a boy. #
Gloria and Elles are both
employed in the entrepreneur’s
hi-tech business. Unless he is
taken under some control, their
own blissful future could be in
jeopardy. # Mistress decides to
experiment with a female
submissive to augment her life
with her boy-toy. # Jearl is of
Caribbean ancestry. Her
husband will be away with his
new job. Jearl’s use and abuse
is boundless with her new gift.
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# A governess arrives to take
care of Edwin. She does not
believe in sparing the rod, or in
young masters possessing
arrogant male pride. #
Beautiful Jessica settles into
university life but she has
always been spoilt and cannot
bring herself to partake in the
chore rota. An unwitting
solution presents himself.
Journals of Real Female
Domination: Volume 1 Mistress Scarlet 2014-05-19
This is volume 1 of my journals
which describe my life as a
dominant female. I live with my
husband, bitch-boy. Bitch-boy
is a subjugated, trapped slave
and source of amusement. He
does all the chores and
housework, and fetches and
carries and his reward is
enforced chastity, humiliation
and punishment. For this
journal, the year of writing is
2010. In general, the events
within are not in chronological
order. Each of the events
described are picked at my
whim from my extensive
diaries of the last nine years of
my life. My tastes are eclectic
and in the journal entries you
real-life-female-domination
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will find accounts of
petticoating humiliation as
little girl, school girl and
French maid; accounts of subhuman slave treatment,
babyfication, bondage,
enforced hospitalisation,
dickie-discipline, lesbian
cuckolding,the use of an
electrical box, tease and denial,
and of course sessions of
discipline to maintain
appropriate standards of
submissiveness.
Journals of Real Female
Domination: Volume 18 Mistress Scarlet 2021-10-14
Volume 18 of my journals
provides yet more accounts of
the continuing evolution of my
female led relationship,
particularly in the
circumstances of the Covid
lock-down which has resulted
in a step change in my
dominance and associated
conduct. There is petticoating,
CBT, humiliation, degradation,
bondage, sensory deprivation,
punishment, discipline and
more, including a serious stepchange in an enduring regimen
of chastity and denial
Male Chastity - Mistress Benay
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2014-11-12
If you are a woman who is tired
of being neglected or left
unfulfilled by your partner in
your marriage or relationship,
then you need to read this
book. Would you like your
partner to be more attentive to
your needs? Would you like
your partner to always have
your sexual satisfaction as his
primary focus? Would you like
your partner to be more caring
and helpful around the house?
If you answered yes to any of
these questions, then this book
by Mistress Benay will give you
the help and direction that you
need to take control of your
relationship, and condition
your partner to make you the
paramount concern in his life
at all times. For over thirteen
years, Mistress Benay has used
Male Chastity as the primary
means to take control of her
marriage, and of her
relationships with men. Now,
in this book, she shares with
you all of the information and
easy to follow techniques
which you need to know, so
that you also can reap the
benefits of building a true
real-life-female-domination
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Female Led Relationship.
Mistress Benay explains in
great detail how the male's
physical needs control his
mind, and how unfortunately
most of the time, his focus is on
his needs, and not yours. By
following the advice in her
book, however, you can change
your partner's actions by the
simple act of taking control of
his orgasms. When you do,
your home life, your emotional
and physical needs, and most
importantly, your sexual
contentment will all improve
for the better. Your needs, not
his, will become the most
important things in your
marriage or relationship when
you follow the road map laid
out in this book by Mistress
Benay. This book is filled with
proven techniques which will
help you take control of your
marriage or relationship,
actual accounts about couples
who have been helped by
Mistress Benay, as well as indepth reviews of the most
popular male chastity devices
which are available on the
market today.
Femdom Law Firm - Mistress
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Benay 2015-08-24
Nicholas Paige thought that he
would have no problem at all
being hired by a Prestigious
Law Firm when he graduated
from the University of
Pennsylvania Law School.
When the best offer he
received, was from a
Philadelphia Law Firm whose
Managing Partners were all
women, Nicholas thought that
as an attractive male, he had it
made. Unfortunately, he had no
idea of what laid in store for
him when he joined the
FemDom Law Firm, and he was
not prepared for what
happened to him once he
incurred the wrath of the
Senior Attorneys at the Firm.
You won't want to put this
thrilling Novel down once you
start to read it, as Mistress
Benay weaves a sensuous plot
which takes the reader into the
depths of Female Domination,
Male Chastity, BDSM
Activities, and Female Led
Relationships.
Welts - Gloria Wallace
1995-07-01
At Her Beck and Call Part II
real-life-female-domination
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- Mistress Benay 2013-11-29
Mistress Benay is back with
Part II of "At Her Beck and
Call", her exciting new novel
where She answers many of
the questions which readers
sent to her after her first book
was published. In Part II of "At
Her Beck and Call", we find out
much more about her personal
slave Troy, and She gives us indepth descriptions of the many
Training and Punishment
techniques She uses with
him.The Mistress also
describes for us the Male
Chastity Techniques which She
uses to keep her slave attentive
and obedient at all times, as
well as helpful tips for Women
who have thought about
introducing Male Chastity into
their relationship with their
husband or partner.Mistress
Benay takes us into her
Dungeon as She describes,
with all the exciting details,
some of her Double Domination
Sessions with Mistress Jill and
Mistress Susan, her recent
Cuckolding of her slave Troy,
and She lays out a step by step
guide for Females who want to
take control of their Marriage
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or Relationship, and have their
male kneeling at that feet,
ready at their Beck and Call.If
you enjoyed her first book, you
will absolutely love this bigger
follow up novel by one of
America's most Exciting
Female Domination Authors.
Only a Dominatrix with
Mistress Benay's experience
could present Female
Domination and Male Chastity
in such a simple to understand,
Sensual, and Exciting manner.
Journals of Real Female
Domination: - Mistress
Scarlet 2019-11-24
Volume 16 of my journals
provides accounts of the
continuing evolution of my
female led relationship. I have
become more dominant, I am
not sure why. There is
petticoating, CBT, humiliation,
degradation, bondage, sensory
deprivation, punishment,
discipline and more.
Real Life Female Domination Mistress Scarlet 2019-07-13
Volume 14 of my journals
provides accounts of the
continuing evolution of my
female led relationship.
Featuring in Volume 14 is a
real-life-female-domination
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step change of activities I
decided to try and found I
loved! My girlfriend, who has
her own submissive husband,
remains involved. She visits
me, I visit her, we dominate the
resident husband and cuckold
them both. There is
petticoating, chastity, tease
and denial, humiliation, CBT,
degradation, forced sissy deep
throat, bondage, sensory
deprivation, punishment,
discipline and much more.
The Garima Madam Reader Mike Watson 2020-03-25
This compilation includes the
initial "Garima Madam's bitch"
- - and the very well received
"Garima Madam - the Prequel".
A sequel is in the works as we
"speak" - stay TUNED! Garima
Madam's BITCH - An
Englishman working abroad
finds his “destiny” – and it’s
NOT what he had expected
upon taking on an expat
position in India.Not in his
wildest dreams would he have
imagined the erotic and
sensual “Garima” whom he
called in for an interview
turning the tables on him quite
superbly – and quickly at
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that.And he’s in for the ride of
his life as he learns that his
“Garima Madam” and Indian
ladies in general can be
anything BUT what the
common perception is at times!
This book is based on several
REAL LIFE incidents – and to
the gorgeous “Garima” – who
provided me with the
MOTIVATION to write this
book (believe me, real life
experiences work BEST – –
hence the “reality mixed in
with a dab of creative license”
theme in ALL my books) – –
THANK YOU, Madam. Y ou’re
the best – and while I can’t say
the “most” dominant – for a
while you were!!This is another
one in my Indian femdom
series – for those of you into
that – you’ll positively ENJOY
IT. Interracial femdom –
cuckolding – and UTTER
humiliation – be “warned” –
hehe. Garima Madam - the
PREQUEL - - n this prequel(set
before “Garima Madam’s
bitch”) we delve into Garima’s
past — and how she became
what she did TODAY. The
student goes one up on her
Master (Mistress as it were!)
real-life-female-domination
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and as we study how Garima
Madam was was moulded by
circumstances into what she is
TODAY – it might be well to
remember to apply those same
“standards” to women you
meet in real life as well.All too
often we’re ready to scorn –
deride – and JUDGE (and this
holds true for men too) –
without really knowing the
person’s background – or
WHAT caused them to become
the way they are TODAY.As
they say – unless you’ve walked
a MILE in a man’s (or
woman’s) shoes – you don’t
really know what is going on
with him/her!And back to the
BOOK itself – as the cocksure
and often drunken General
Manager of the factory she
meets finds out – heaven hath
NO fury like a woman scorned.
Cuckolding, Ball torture,
FEMDOM (well and truly!) – a
dash of FINDOM (of course!) –
and interracial humiliation as
usual – and much more.
The Beauty of Living Twice Sharon Stone 2021-03-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST
SELLER • Sharon Stone tells
her own story: a journey of
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healing, love, and purpose. •
“Not your typical Hollywood
autobiography. Brutally honest,
restless and questing.” —O,
The Oprah Magazine Sharon
Stone, one of the most
renowned actresses in the
world, suffered a massive
stroke that cost her not only
her health, but her career,
family, fortune, and global
fame. In The Beauty of Living
Twice, Stone chronicles her
efforts to rebuild her life and
writes about her slow road
back to wholeness and health.
In a business that doesn’t
accept failure, in a world
where too many voices are
silenced, Stone found the
power to return, the courage to
speak up, and the will to make
a difference in the lives of men,
women, and children around
the globe. Over the course of
these intimate pages, as candid
as a personal conversation,
Stone talks about her pivotal
roles, her life-changing
friendships, her worst
disappointments, and her
greatest accomplishments. She
reveals how she went from a
childhood of trauma and
real-life-female-domination
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violence to a career in an
industry that in many ways
echoed those same assaults,
under cover of money and
glamour. She describes the
strength and meaning she
found in her children, and in
her humanitarian efforts. And
ultimately, she shares how she
fought her way back to find not
only her truth, but her family’s
reconciliation and love. Stone
made headlines not just for her
beauty and her talent, but for
her candor and her refusal to
“play nice,” and it’s those same
qualities that make this memoir
so powerful. The Beauty of
Living Twice is a book for the
wounded and a book for the
survivors; it’s a celebration of
women’s strength and
resilience, a reckoning, and a
call to activism. It is proof that
it’s never too late to raise your
voice and speak out.
Finding Love Through Female
Domination - Renee Lane
2016-08-30
Dominatrix Renee Lane and
her submissive husband live in
Memphis, Tennessee, disguised
as an average married couple.
In private life, they are
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mistress and slave. For the last
ten years, Ms. Renee has
employed erotic S&M, mind
control, and brainwashing
techniques to forge an intimate
and loving bond with her
submissive partner. They
consider themselves explorers
of the boundaries of consensual
female domination. Ms.
Renee's intense and radical
approach to their relationship
will challenge the reader who
merely dabbles in BDSM.
Journals of Real Female
Domination: Volume 10 Mistress Scarlet 2015-10-07
Volume 10 of my journals
provides accounts of the
continuing evolution of my
female led relationship.
Featuring more and more is
the involvement of my female
submissive who also joins me
in dominating my husband in
all ways including as my lover
cuckolding him.
FemDom Law Firm - Part II Mistress Benay 2015-10-05
In this Exciting Sequel to the
Top Selling Novel "FemDom
Law Firm," Mistress Benay, in
her wonderful style, continues
telling the story of newly
real-life-female-domination
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licensed attorney, Nicholas
Paige, as he departs with
Jessica on their Honeymoon to
Bermuda. When Nicholas
married Jessica, he was sure
that all of his dreams and
fantasies were going to finally
come true. However, once
Jessica gets a taste of being in
control of her new
slave/husband, Nicholas
quickly finds out that his Wife,
with a little help from her
Dominant Female Friends,
enjoys turning her own
fantasies into reality, more
than Nicholas could ever have
imagined. On a Honeymoon,
unlike any other you will ever
read about, Jessica takes
Nicholas deep into the world of
Female Domination, Male
Chastity, and Bi-Sexual
Relationships. By the time that
he returns from his
Honeymoon, all of Nicholas's
actions are either controlled at
work by the Female Partners of
the Law Firm, or at home by
Mistress Jessica and her
Friends.
Mistress Pussycat - Joyce
Snyder 2015-03-06
Joyce, a sixty-year-old, catDownloaded from
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loving spinster, would never
have become a Lifestyle
Domme (only Pro Dommes are
paid) were it not for her latest
work assignment--editing a
magazine for submissive men.
To research her audience, she
investigates FemDom (as
Female Domination is called in
popular culture). Certain that
she’s discovered her true
nature, Joyce begins
experimenting with various
facets of female domination.
She begins interacting with
submissive men--teasing,
humiliating, demanding. Now
the youthful appearing Senior
is pursued by submissive men
far younger and wealthier than
she could otherwise attract.
Determined to master the art
of dominance, she attends a
convention of Adult Babies,
joins a spanking society, gets
served by Sissy Maids, learns
how to penetrate a man with a
strap-on device, rides a human
horse steered by a penis lead,
dates a wealthy man who
craves electroshocks to his
genitals, and acquires a slave.
She details many aspects of
FemDom including ClubFem
real-life-female-domination
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(with its slogan “Women
Enslaving Men”), male chastity
devices, a BDSM resort where
women rule, consensual
slavery and FinDom (Financial
Domination). With her newly
acquired kinky expertise and
superior attitude, it’s hot and
cold running subs for this overthe-hill miss!
His Fall from Power - The
Complete Story: A Female
Domination and Male Chastity
Novel - Mistress Benay
2017-11-07
Ever Since Mistress Benay
published her Award Winning
Novel, "His Fall From Power,"
and then, the exciting and
suspenseful Sequel to it, both
in Kindle Format, she has been
besieged with requests from
her loyal readers to combine
both Volumes in one Paperback
Edition. Here for the first time,
the Full Length Complete story
of "His Fall From Power" is
being published as a Beautiful
Paperback.. Thomas McMillian
was on Top of the World. As
C.E.O. of a rapidly growing
Electronics Company, he had it
all. The Beautiful Wife, the
Mansion in the Suburbs, the
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Fancy Foreign Cars, and
Everything he could possibly
wish for, until he made two
mistakes which were going to
cause him to lose everything.
First he hired drop dead
gorgeous Ashley Long to be his
Executive Secretary, and then
he betrayed his Wife, by having
an affair with Ashley. Little did
Thomas know, that those two
mistakes would catapult him
into his new role as a slave to
his Wife and to his Secretary in
this action packed novel filled
with Corporate Intrigue and
Sensual Relationships. Mistress
Benay weaves a plot where the
main character does not realize
until it is too late that he has
been led into a world of Male
Chastity, Bondage, Bi-Sexual
Relationships, Domestic
Servitude, Discipline and
Female Domination by the
clever maneuvering of his Wife
and his Secretary. After
Betraying his wife by having an
affair, Thomas McMillan now
accepts the fact that his life
will never be the same again,
as his Beautiful wife, Doreen
relegates him to the role as her
24/7 slave and maid. A role
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which Thomas could never
have imagined would be filled
with so much suffering and
indignity. Female Domination,
Male Chastity, Bi-Sexual
Relationships, and Bondage &
Discipline are an every day
part of Thomas's new life now
that he no longer is in charge
of his Company, and has
become a helpless slave to his
wife, and to his former
Secretary Ashley Long. Here is
just one of the many Five Star
Reviews this Novel has
received: "The action in
Mistress Benay's 'His Fall From
Power' is well paced, often
creative, and woman centered.
Her style to me is measured
and softly worded, rising to a
crescendo, then deftly falling
back to build again. 'His Fall
From Power' is right up there
among erotica written for
women, by women, but tops my
two favorite authors of female
erotica, Anne Rice and Pauline
Reage as, here, the woman
does not suffer for love, but she
commands it, demands it, and
revels in the devotions a well
trained male can provide."
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Mistress Scarlet 2016-05-08
Volume 11 of my journals
provides accounts of the
continuing evolution of my
female led relationship.
Featuring more and more is
the involvement of my female
submissive who also joins me
in dominating my husband in
all ways including as my lover
cuckolding him. There is
petticoating, CBT, humiliation,
degradation, bondage, sensory
deprivation, punishment and
discipline.
Secret Fantasies of
Submissive Men - Karin von
Kroft 2016-09-09
What makes men have an
orgasm is what continues
human life. It is a nasty
thought, a fantasy that is most
of the time a secret in men's
mind. They are embarrassed to
share it even with their sexual
partner. I am fortunate to be a
recipient of the stories written
by submissive men who wanted
to share their sexiest fantasies
with me. They are written by
anonymous submissive men
and they represent the kinky,
fetish world of Female
Domination. In the stories the
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dominant woman is using
submissive men for her
pleasure. She uses discipline to
elicit proper submissive
behavior. If you are submissive
I know you will find a lot of
exciting ideas in the stories.
This book also contains lots of
colored photographs of Karin
von Kroft in fetish clothing:
heels, stockings, boots, gloves,
and lingerie.
Debbie's Gift - Amity Harris
2005
Debbie has a special surprise
for her loving lawyer husband,
Ron. After a passionate night of
lovemaking, Ron dreamily
agrees to become Debbie's
slave. The next morning, a
harsh reality sets in as Ron is
netted and carted away to be
trained in the arts of sexual
slavery. Frightened, confused
and angry, Ron endures all
forms of degradation and
humiliation. The secret slave
training facility is a
masterpiece of torture
technology. Ron must endure
exhausting, homoerotic trials
as Debbie watches his progress
on a TV monitor. An erotic tale
of sacrifice, slavery and love.
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The End of Men - Hanna
Rosin 2012-09-11
Essential reading for our times,
as women are pulling together
to demand their rights— A
landmark portrait of women,
men, and power in a
transformed world. “Anchored
by data and aromatized by
anecdotes, [Rosin] concludes
that women are gaining the
upper hand." –The Washington
Post Men have been the
dominant sex since, well, the
dawn of mankind. But Hanna
Rosin was the first to notice
that this long-held truth is,
astonishingly, no longer true.
Today, by almost every
measure, women are no longer
gaining on men: They have
pulled decisively ahead. And
“the end of men”—the title of
Rosin’s Atlantic cover story on
the subject—has entered the
lexicon as dramatically as Betty
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Friedan’s “feminine mystique,”
Simone de Beauvoir’s “second
sex,” Susan Faludi’s
“backlash,” and Naomi Wolf’s
“beauty myth” once did. In this
landmark book, Rosin reveals
how our current state of affairs
is radically shifting the power
dynamics between men and
women at every level of
society, with profound
implications for marriage, sex,
children, work, and more. With
wide-ranging curiosity and
insight unhampered by
assumptions or ideology, Rosin
shows how the radically
different ways men and women
today earn, learn, spend,
couple up—even kill—has
turned the big picture upside
down. And in The End of Men
she helps us see how,
regardless of gender, we can
adapt to the new reality and
channel it for a better future.
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